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Classrooms and Offices Cleared During Search

By Police Department

At 3:30 p.m. yesterday, Mrs. May Mahoney, switchboard operator for The College, received a call on the Number Two trunk. An unknown male at the other end of the wire said, "There's a bomb going off in your place today," and then hung up.

Within five minutes, the Police Department, 13th precinct, located on 22 Street, was alerted. Sergeant Fink, Detective Hyland and five men from Emergency Division Number One arrived on the spot.

The 500 rookie policemen, attending their usual Wednesday afternoon classes at The School, were immediately dispatched to comb the building.

Students, faculty and administrative staff were routed from their classes and offices and were forced to vacate the building immediately.

Fortunately, there was no panic or excitement as all persons left. Some students were overly impressed that this was a false alarm.

The search extended from the 19th to 20th floors through the entire room in the 16 floor building. The police signal ordering students to vacate was given.

As an extra precaution, the staff set up their operations in a room nearest the site of the bomb threat. Near Pauline Edward Theatre were thus designated as headquarters.

On 22 Street, a solid block of full time covered every entrance, forbidding anyone to enter.

In a statement from the Police Department, Detective Hyland said that there was no possible way to trace the caller, but that they would keep working on the case.

This was the second bomb scare to occur in a week. Last Thursday, classes at Adelphi College, New York and last night in New York City were thus evacuated by a threatened bomb explosion.

On the scene, too, were representatives of the Associated Press and the Daily Mirror. One of the AP reporters took some light on the subject of the anonymous caller by stating that evidently this was not the same person who threatened Adelphi. That person spoke with a distinct German accent.

Blood Drive Date Nears

The Student Council semi-annual Blood Bank Drive will take place Tuesday, April 11 on the 9th floor. All students over 18 years of age are eligible to be donors. Those under 21 must supply the consent of their parents. Donors will receive free meals at contributed by the cafe-ters and hamburgers donated by the Varsity Sweet Shop. Applications are available at the 9th floor office.

Any student or member of the faculty or administrative staff may draw blood for himself or his immediate family in times of emergency.

BGS Elects Wagner; 44 Students Chosen

Major Robert F. Wagner and a total of 44 Baruchians have been elected to Beta Gamma Sigma, national honor fraternity of the American Association of Collegiate Schools of Business, for the year 1956.

The Baruch School chapter of BGS was organized in 1955. It has a following of a national society. The list of members includes 17,720 members in 116 chapters. Eleven members are elected to membership in American colleges and universities. The requirements for election are the same as those for election to Phi Beta Kappa.

The initiation and dinner will be held in the Webb Room of the Main Building, April 19. The speaker at the banquet will be Mayor Wagner, who will be inducted as an honorary member.


Scholarships

The Hellenic University Club of New York has a Scholarship Fund for students of Greek descent in the Metropolis area. Three $500 scholarships are available for the 1956-1957 academic year.

Primary qualifications for student eligibility include: American by birth or naturalization of Greek descent; must have B average or better; must be of Greek descent; must be of Greek descent; must have B average or better; must be of Greek descent.

Application forms for these scholarships will be available from Professor Harvey A. Anthon, Suite 504, 366 Fifth Avenue, New York 1, New York.

All applications must be returned to the same address by May 1.
Local to 23rd

By Jerome Greenberg

A few weeks ago I became a member of the *T. F. Council and I was appointed to the *T. F. Council's committee which has been charged with the task of developing a comprehensive plan for the Student Body. The committee has been meeting regularly and we are making progress. A report on our progress will be presented to the *T. F. Council at its next meeting. We are still working on our report and I hope to have it completed by the end of the month.

In the meantime, I would like to take this opportunity to express my appreciation to all those who have helped us with our work. We have received a great deal of support and encouragement from many different sources. I want to thank all of you for your help and I look forward to continuing our work in the future.

Steve Mann

Ed Department Sets Deadline To Discuss Resolutions On Faculty Dismissals

Representative of the American Federation of College Teachers, a union that represents faculty at New York University, announced today that the university had set a deadline of January 30 for faculty members to submit their positions on the issue of faculty dismissals. The university has been involved in a long and bitter dispute with the AFCT over the dismissals of several faculty members.

The deadline is a significant development in the dispute, as it will give faculty members an opportunity to voice their views on the issue. The AFCT has been critical of the university's handling of the dismissals and has called for a full investigation into the matter. The university has defended its actions and has said that it is committed to maintaining a safe and respectful working environment for all employees.

The AFCT has requested that the university provide a detailed report on the dismissals, including the reasons for each dismissal and the steps taken to address the concerns of the dismissed faculty members. The university has said that it will provide a report on the dismissals, but has not yet set a date for its release.

The AFCT has also called for the university to take steps to prevent future dismissals and to improve working conditions for all employees. The university has said that it is committed to making improvements and has indicated that it will take steps to address the concerns raised by the AFCT.

The dispute has been ongoing for several years, with the AFCT and the university at odds over the dismissals of several faculty members. The AFCT has accused the university of acting in bad faith and of failing to follow proper procedures in the dismissals. The university has defended its actions and has said that the dismissals were necessary in order to maintain a safe and respectful working environment.

The deadline for faculty members to submit their positions on the issue of faculty dismissals is January 30. The AFCT has requested that the university provide a detailed report on the dismissals, including the reasons for each dismissal and the steps taken to address the concerns of the dismissed faculty members. The university has said that it will provide a report on the dismissals, but has not yet set a date for its release.

The AFCT has also called for the university to take steps to prevent future dismissals and to improve working conditions for all employees. The university has said that it is committed to making improvements and has indicated that it will take steps to address the concerns raised by the AFCT.

The dispute has been ongoing for several years, with the AFCT and the university at odds over the dismissals of several faculty members. The AFCT has accused the university of acting in bad faith and of failing to follow proper procedures in the dismissals. The university has defended its actions and has said that the dismissals were necessary in order to maintain a safe and respectful working environment.

The deadline for faculty members to submit their positions on the issue of faculty dismissals is January 30. The AFCT has requested that the university provide a detailed report on the dismissals, including the reasons for each dismissal and the steps taken to address the concerns of the dismissed faculty members. The university has said that it will provide a report on the dismissals, but has not yet set a date for its release.

The AFCT has also called for the university to take steps to prevent future dismissals and to improve working conditions for all employees. The university has said that it is committed to making improvements and has indicated that it will take steps to address the concerns raised by the AFCT.

The dispute has been ongoing for several years, with the AFCT and the university at odds over the dismissals of several faculty members. The AFCT has accused the university of acting in bad faith and of failing to follow proper procedures in the dismissals. The university has defended its actions and has said that the dismissals were necessary in order to maintain a safe and respectful working environment.
Fencers Eleventh In National AAU

By Jack Gladstein

The City College swordsmen, in the National Collegiate Fencing championship on March 23 and 24, in Annapolis, Maryland, finished 11th in a field of 39 colleges. Joel Wolfe, fencing in the foil division finished seventh. Martin Wertlieb, and Norman Zafman, epee, finished 11th and 13th in their respective weapons.

The team championship was won by the University of Illinois. The team who had a record of 31-3. The Beavers were 43-1.

In foil Joel Wolfe, who has shown great improvement, since the halfway mark of the season finished 7th with 24-10. Ralph DeMarco of Columbia won the foil title by coping 33 bouts while losing only two.

Martin Wertlieb, Eastern Collegiate sabre champion finished 11th in sabre with a 20-15 record.

IBM Announces Plans For Rest of Semester

Commencing today, the Intra-Mural Board has outlined a list of activities for the month of April which will appeal to male and female students alike.

As for the future, the prospects look good as Coach Edward Lucia has some good young fencers who, after some experience, will be able to fill the gaps left by the graduating seniors.

Varisty letters have been voted to sixteen members of the team. Major varsity letters will go to Manny Fineberg, Jack Gladstein, Morty Glasser, Stanley Hochman, Elmer Mills, Paul Tannenbaum, Jonas Uman, Tony Urivitz, Martin Wertlieb, Joel Wolfe and Norman Zafman. More letters will be given Marvin Gel- ler, Norm Graubart, Robert Goldberg, Al Michelech and Bruno Schera.

Pawn Pushers Slate Tourney

Applications are now being accepted for the Chess Club's annual School-wide Tournament which will be held Thursdays, starting April 19, from 12 to 2.

The tournament will be run on an elimination basis, with three divisions: master, veteran and novice. Winners and runners-up in each division will be awarded medals.

Students who wish to enter must sign up on the bulletin board in Lounge K by signifying the division they prefer. Applications will be accepted through Friday, April 12.

The Chess Club is also sponsoring a three-board elimination Inter-Fraternity Council Chess Tournament. Further information on the two events may be obtained from Howie Eckstein, chairman.

Pawn Pushers Stickmen Lose Opener

They had hoped to go to the Manhattan Thusday, April 5, 1956

THE TICKER

Stickmen Lose Opener, New Hampshire Rumps

The City College lacrosse team opened its season, March 30, with a loss to New Hampshire, 7-2. Ronnie Rifler, captain of the team, was absent from the fray and will be absent, for the remainder of the campaign.

Rifler, in the role of宝藏 player, fractured his collarbone and will not be able to play. Mike Cashman, played goalie in the New Hampshire contest.

"The New Hampshire team," said coach Leon Miller, "is very good. They just outplayed us. We ran into a little bad luck, but even so, I think we were just too good for them."

City also lost the services of Lenby Feagan who fractured his thumb. Feagan is still awaiting x-ray reports of the thumb which will tell if it is broken or not.

City's scoring in the New Hampshire contest was done by Stan Newson and Morris Rochman.

City also played a practice game over the weekend. The State provided the opposition and the teams proved to be evenly matched.

Coach Miller had this to say about the team: "We have a very thin bench. We have some good players, and we have some good back-ups."

Baseball

The City College baseball team's first game of the season, which was scheduled for last Saturday against Wagner College, at the Wagner diamond, was called off because of another weather conditions. The contest has not been rescheduled.

The Beaver nine will, therefore, open its season Saturday, April 15, against St. John's, at Dean Park, Queens, at 2.

WEBSTER '57 proudly announces the engagement of Herman Schneider to Barbara Weissberger

POST '56 wishes to congratulate HOWIE GOODMAN upon his engagement to BARBARA LEITMAN

WANTED

Mon Who Need Money • Five Hours A Week

Call Cortlandt 7-4714

Brooklyn Law School

Non-Profit Educational Institution * Approved by American Bar Association

Day and Evening Undergraduate Classes Leading to LL.B. Degree

Graduate Programs Leading to Degrees of L.L.M. and S.J.D.

New Term Commences September 24, 1956

Further information may be obtained from the Office of the Director of Admissions. 375 Pearl St., Brooklyn 1, N.Y. Telephone: MA-35200